
 
 

 

Please note: this is a legacy pattern from 2015.  It has been saved from our original blog but has not been edited so 
the formatting might not be perfect.  Please let us know of any issue that means you cannot complete your project.  
We are happy to help and grateful for feed back. 
 

GROOVY FESTIVAL GARLAND By Lynn 

 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

       

The garland is constructed in two parts: first the green leaves and stem and then the little flowers are sewn on 

separately. 

Greenery 
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UK Notation 

I used 4ply yarn and a 2.5mm hook but you can 

use any yarn and an appropriate size hook. 

Stitches: magic circle = mc 

chain    =  ch 

slip stitch  =  ss 

double crochet  =  dc 

half treble  = htr 

treble   =  tr 

 

 

 

*20ch turn ss in second ch from the hook and then working 

along the chain dc. htr. tr. dc. ss. ss.   

This is how all of the leaves are made. 

 

 

11ch turn and make another leaf. 

   

To make the leaf appear on the left hand side of the chain: Pass the completed leaf underneath the hook and 

over the working yarn (picture 1) until it looks like picture 2. ** 

then repeat from * to**19 more times or until the chain is as long as you want it. 

Finish with12ch break yarn and fasten off. 
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Little Flowers. Make as many of these as you need I used 11 

Make a magic circle.  

*2ch, 2tr into circle, 2ch and then ss into circle.** This forms one petal  

Repeat this three more times to make a 4 petal flower . 

Or you can repeat it four more times to make a five petal flower. 

Leave a long end for attaching the flowers to the greenery. At the other end pull the magic circle tight and hide this 

end. 

 

To Make up:             

              

              

              

              

              

              

  

 

Sew a little flower on each end of the greenery.   

Starting from one end of the greenery count 6 pairs of leaves and  

 

 

Then sew a flower into the next chain gap. The next flower is 

sewn after the next pair of leaves. Keep going until you have used 

up all of your flowers.  

 

The final chain really needs flattening in some way. I used a steam iron but I did steam my 

fingers a few times so take care. 


